Ms. Pabanti Reang (65) an aged woman resides in Prabharam Para village of West Bhandarima ADC Panchyat under Ananda bazaar CHC of North Tripura District. She lost her husband 5 years ago and her only daughter married and settled in the same village. After her husband’s demise, she shifted from home and staying with her daughter along her belongings. The family of her daughter is very poor. Her son in law doing daily labor job to maintain the family. This village is malaria prone and hence the family purchased normal mosquito nets to protect the family from malaria. The purchased mosquito net’s quality was not up to the mark and they have purchased from the rural market and many holes were noticed in the nets before LLIN distribution.

As the result, mosquito gets in to the net and bites the family members. Ms. Pabanti Reang participated in the Community Meeting held in last December 2015 in the village while LLIN distribution issue was discussed. She was asked about the LLIN & its impact during the discussion and got answered. But she was in doubt about the positive result of LLIN.

As the survey was over, she was eagerly waiting for the distribution day of LLIN. As soon as they family got LLIN, she used it as per the instruction provided by the CHV and
FS. She was very happy to receive the LLIN and got its positive result and her doubt was clear.

Now the mosquito biting to the family members is history and sleeping inside the LLIN is quite fruitful according to Ms. Pabanti Reang. She thanked to the Caritas India consortium for this historic gift to her as she never got LLIN before.